
1. Power Button
Long press the Power Button to turn on/ off 
the product.

3. Mode Switch Button (3 light modes)
Press the Mode Switch Button to switch 3 
light modes (CCT; HSI; SCENE).
Mo r e  d e t a i l s  a r e  o n  t h e  I n t e r f a c e 
Introduction.

2. Charging Port
Input voltage: DC 5V
Charging time: about 3 hours

4. Multi-function Button (CCT Mode)
The Multi-function Button is used to adjust 
the color temperature of the light when in 
the CCT mode, pressing up to increase, and 
pressing down to decrease (2500K-8500K).

5. Multi-function Button (HSI Mode)
When the light is in the HSI mode, the Multi-function 
Button can adjust the color and color temperature. 
When   is pointing at “H”, Multi-function Button 
is used to adjust the color value, pressing up to 
increase and pressing down to decrease (0-360° ).
Press down the Multi-function Button in the middle,        
   will point at “S”, then you can adjust the color 
temperature, pressing up to increase and down to 
decrease (0-100).

6. Multi-function Button (SCENE Mode)
There are three subordinate lighting modes under SCENE mode: 1. Warning Lamp mode; 2. 
Gradient mode; 3. Lightning mode. Under each subordinate mode, there are A, B, C, three 
special effects to freely choose.
When the light is in the SCENE mode, press down the Multi-function Button in the middle 
to switch the lighting mode, 1. Warning Lamp mode; 2. Gradient mode; 3. Lightning mode. 
Choose the A, B or C option by pressing up and down the Multi-function Button to move 
the    forward or backward.
More details are on the Interface Introduction.

7. Brightness Control (0%-100%)
Twist the Brightness Control button upward to increase the brightness and downward to 
decrease the brightness.
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